Abstract. Psychology and cognitive neuroscience researches are increasingly showing how emotion plays a crucial role in cognitive processes. Gradually, this knowledge is being used in Artificial Intelligent and Artificial Life areas in simulation and cognitive processes modeling. However, theoretical aspects of emotion to be employed in computational systems projects are scarcely discussed and very few comparisons are made between projects. Besides, we can notice that there are many open questions emotion-based projects might face to field development. This paper intends to discuss these problems and propose tentative directions to solve them.
Introduction
In the last decades, neuroscience and psychology research findings about emotion ( [47] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [52] , [32] , [6] , [59] , [36] ), are increasingly attracting the attention of many researchers in Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence (AI) areas (see [18] , [57] , [56] , [34] ).
These areas are especially interested on new scientific beliefs that emotions play an essential role in human cognitive processes and about its importance for problem solving competence and decision-making. Even if, since 1872 Darwin's [23] evolutionary theories indicated that emotions are evolved phenomena with important survival functions that have helped us solve certain challenges during our evolution, only recently emotion association with irrationality idea and non-logical behavior in human beings was reviewed ( [48] , [60] , [11] , [38] , [3] , [22] , [40] ).
AI and Artificial Life (Alife) areas, interested in cognitive processes modeling and simulation, clearly see that emotion is a crucial element to model perception, learning, decision process, memory, behavior and others functions they are interested in.
These facts were fundamental to produce an increasing number of theoretical and experimental projects both in AI and Alife and currently two computer science areas use emotion on their research.
Sibling area is Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) ( [61] , [27] , [58] , [10] , [9] , which focus on the interactions between man and machines and possible improvements on this relation. Researcher's intention is to development engineering tools to measure, model and respond to emotions with new sensors, algorithms and hardware devices. 'Affective Computing', a term coined by [58] , is used to classify projects in this category and a successful commercial project example is AIBO Sony toy (http://www.sony.net/Products/aibo/). Face to advances already achieved HCI researchers are exploring emotion as a way to improve their implementations results and applications.
Second area involves emotion-based internal architecture systems ( [69] , [48] , [51] , [18] , [7] , [56] , [34] , [35] ) with an attempt to also evolve it ([24] , [62] , [43] ). Within this area, further categorization is possible and can be found, for example, in [15] and [72] . Researchers focuses are on computational architectures whose models are biologically inspired by emotion process studied by neuroscience with the intention of including emotions in machines processes control or to evolve an 'artificial emotion'. In general, emotion-based projects expect that including an emotion model into computational system they can improve machine performance in terms of decision-making competence, action selection, behavior control and autonomous and trustworthy system response.
Homogeneuosly, emotion-based computational systems still face many basic problems. Although we are particularly interested in second area, this paper intends to discuss subjects and problems related to both areas. Next section comments these problems but first gives some projects examples in each area. Section 3 emphasizes the lack of a framework adoption by projects and suggest one possible approach. Section 4 describes still open questions projects may not be facing and points out the lack of comparisons inter and intra projects. Last, section 5 is dedicated to final comments.
Emotion-Based Computational Systems Problems
For some years, experimental research using emotion-based agents is being developed. Examples of HumanComputer Interaction projects are: [61] , [27] , [58] , [10] , [16] and MIT Research Group 1 projects such: Socially Intelligent characters, Embodied Conversational Agents and Story-Listening Systems.
Some discussed projects in AI context are: [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [48] , [68] , [69] , [70] , [18] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [41] , [42] , [7] , [2] , [62] and [31] .
In Alife area it seems that very few projects are exclusively dedicated to emotion emergence. We could mention [43] , which measure emotion as behavior modulation, i.e., considering particular modulations patterns representing the emotion emerged. Next, [37] in which different levels of an artificial hormone mechanism generate emotion. It is seemed as a consequence of a series of modifications on system resulting in emergent behavior. Likewise, [24] proposed a dynamic non-linear emotion model achieved through behavior changes from interactions across different levels of agent architecture but author affirms that "whether it will suffice to provide 'believable' emotional behavior is unclear at this time".
Even considering current state of the art projects, building emotion-based systems is far from being a straightforward job. Indeed, computational conceptions of emotion are as problematic and complex as computational understandings of life. Through mentioned projects and our viewpoint, we would say that problems are threefold.
First, (i) the lack of a well defined scientific framework to approach 'Artificial Emotion' (AE). It is a known constraint into AE research community and several attempts (e.g. [37] , [69] , [70] , [71] , [24] , [68] , [7] , [50] , [41] , [42] , [63] ) have been published suggesting one. However, few of them (e.g. [12] , [65] , [4] ) show advanced knowledge to follow, approaches that might be appropriately used to model emotions in autonomous agents. In spite of that, we hardly ever see references for previous frameworks in subsequent experimental projects as if they are always taking a new research way.
Besides problems of appropriate approaches or frameworks to model emotion, a close look at some projects provides a non-exhausted list of (ii) important questions projects might face to achieve trustworthy results. We even think that answering some of them is a must to emotion-based projects be taken seriously.
Last but not least these facts mainly contribute to a third noticeable problem: (iii) lack of comparisons between projects and also within same project, with comparative results from emotion and non-emotion-based experiments.
Before discussing these problems, we would mention that they may also apply to another category that could be defined as a combination of HCI and emotion-based internal architecture systems. However this field is still a distant goal.
Emotion-Based Projects Frameworks
Maybe we can interpret these faults as a tentative of achieving a surmountable idea as no project has proved being, until today, remarkable, prominent, distinguished. Or it can be seen as if available information about emotion phenomenon and its relation with other sub-systems to attain such qualities are not enough yet. Anyway, we believe, as [40] argue that "the development of computational models of emotion as a core research focus for artificial intelligence" can provide many advances of such systems.
Feasible framework suggestions are posed by [12] , [15] , [30] and [4] , that it is necessary to pursue a functional view of the emotions presented in natural systems and we are going to concentrate on them.
In [30] we can see an extensive list of possible emotion functions such as change in autonomic and endocrine system, triggering motivated behaviors, communication, social bonding, improving survival, facilitating memory storage and recall. But, although suggesting a functional view of emotions author list few functions of "emotions that have natural robotics counterparts" ( [30] ).
In [15] , author proposes a functional view about the role of emotions in agent architecture and its implications for the design of emotional agents. She affirm that models of emotions that establish a link between emotion, motivation and behavior provided by a synthetic physiology structure can allow adequate conclusions as she previously achieved ( [12] ).
Furthermore, as [63] pointed out, it is worth asking whether emotions in artificial systems could have a potential role in action selection, adaptation, social regulation, sensory integration, alarm mechanisms, motivation, goal management, learning, attention focus, memory control, strategic processing and self model. But such complexity level certainly requires a wide project if we could say it would be able to manage that. [4] propose that due to deepening understand of interactions between brain structure and neural mechanisms rooted in neuromodulation 2 that underlie emotions in human and other animals ( [19] , [47] , [20] , [21] ) it is possible to "abstract from biology a functional characterization of emotion"( [4] ). But authors alert that although tight interactions between amygdala and prefrontal cortex and its influence to generate emotion is already known, how this is done and how computational systems can take advantage of it remains an open question. Based on [44] analysis of motivation and emotion [4] propose, as a functional framework for emotion-based architectures, neuromodulatory systems dynamics to yield behavior emotional states even if they stress that emotions are "far more complex than a few brain structures" and interacting neuromodulatory systems.
Although complex, functional approach seems to be a possible framework to pursue more convincing emotion-based projects. As examples, but without questioning their plausibility, we can mention some projects that abstract animals' physical components, like hormonal levels, to represent emotion: [37] , [33] , [34] , [2] and [73] . On the other hand, in the emotional control processes developed in [62] , the author assumes "a general characteristic of emotion processes without making any claims about the biological plausibility of the employed states or mechanisms". It may be viewed as an initial approximation of concept that can help concretize psychological process theories ([40] ). Indeed, some projects (e.g. [62] ) observe evolved phenomenon and compares it with something that one could classify as emotions. As affirms [5] , maybe it is a matter of a creative programmer who works metaphorically.
In fact, some projects deserve severe criticism about saying they include emotion, whether or not it's just the word they use without any approximate equivalence to emotion in natural systems. Admittedly, as [39] and [15] question, how much of observed emergent behavior is genuine and how much is conferred by an observer tendency to anthropomorphism is a difficult limit to establish.
Some Questions for Emotion-Based Computational Systems
As any new research area, we can assure that there are much more unanswered questions than problems solved. Positively, this fact can be viewed as an open opportunity for new proposals. But, to answer them, as [5] proposes, the effective tradition of foundational scientific research, to go back to first principles in order to grapple with an issue, should be pursue. Afterwards, the development of new computational implementations might help to solve or shed some light on most of them. Mentioned questions can be grouped in two types, related to (i) theoretical-conceptual problems or (ii) computational problems.
Scientific communities, as already cited, do not have a completely agreed definition for emotion, in spite of decades of attempts. Questions concerning the origins and functions of emotion, the relation between emotion and other affective processes (motivation, moods, attitudes, values, temperaments, etc) also seem to be difficult to get widely accepted responses. These facts may allow us to think that restricted understanding of mechanisms underlying emotion phenomenon can limit emotion-based systems progress. One possible solution to overcome that may be indeed to focus on the functions of emotions. Instead of thinking in "what emotions are", we should think in "what emotions are for" ( [30] ).
A list of important questions must include: how many and what emotions should be selected to be in an emotion-based system? Is there possible to have a feasible model that considers artificial emotions co-occurrence? Quantity and which emotions to select are two non-consensual questions between researchers. Four 'basic emotions' are considered in many systems: joy, sadness, anger and fear (e.g. [48] , [34] ). But according to [55] this number must very be bigger (15) : happiness, sadness, anger, boredom, challenge, hope, fear, interest, contempt, disgust, frustration, surprise, pride, shame and guilt. [59] believes that eight emotions must be used, classified by him as primary emotions: joy, sadness, acceptance, anger, fear, disgust, anticipation and surprise. Contrar-ily, [57] argue that from theoretical point of view it is a fallacy to simply equate commonly described state of affairs with the existence of some fixed number of basic emotions and stress that Paul Ekman, the originator of the term 'basic emotions', has pinpointed the fact that he does no longer "allow for 'non-basic' emotions" ( [26] ). Given complex system control necessity, some recent projects (e.g. [62] , [25] ) seem to be inclined to select just one or two emotions. For us, it seems that best parsimonious suggestion is posed by [15] : "do not put more emotion in your system than what is required by the complexity of the system-environment interaction".
On the relation between emotion and other sub-systems: how to integrate it with other mechanisms, such as: sensory, learn, selection, reaction and communication? [56] want to know if the lack of integration between emotions and other systems (cognitive, language, memory, etc) impairs better global results. [15] affirms that for emotional mechanisms are able to interact simultaneously with several behavioral and cognitive subsystems like the physiological, the cognitive-evaluative and the communicative-expressive, they can provide an interesting solution to improve agents performance but author questions if such complexity is really necessary and currently possible. Including many interconnected subsystems, [50] proposes, 'The Emotion Machine', a sixlayered architecture of mind as a reliable model to solve that but, until the moment, it is theoretical and offers no easy implementation in a machine.
According to psychology ( [54] ) and neuroscience ([8] , [20] , [21] , [22] ) research emotions must be thought as processes that control cognition and action, that manage our mental models, frequently incomplete and incorrect. So, does the lack of emotions impair cognitive abilities in artificial autonomous agents? For [30] it is "clear that emotions have co-evolved with perceptual, cognitive and motor abilities" and "affect brain areas involved at all levels of functions, from low-level motor control to planning and high-level cognition". In this sense, comparisons between emotion and non-emotion-based projects may be helpful to provide information about emotion-cognition intertwinements.
Some questions that might be especially interesting for Alife projects can be associated ( [13] , [14] , [15] , [66] , [62] ) with emergent phenomena: can artificial emotion be an emergent property? if yes, how can design influence emergence of complex actions in emotion-based agents? [15] affirm that it is possible to let an agent evolve its own emotion and that it is a useful way to investigate the role emotions play in agent-environment situations of different levels of complexity. However, she points out that, to avoid possible problems, some functional equivalence between features of the agent and its environment must be preserve. In this context, problems are related to anthropomorphism tendency and also, since artificial system may be far from existing natural models it can be difficult to say "why and when emotional behavior arises" ( [15] ). [72] even question if it makes sense to speak of emotion in this case.
As [30] and [43] affirm that typical explanations for emotion function are based on flexibility of behavior response and [32] defines the core of an emotion as the readiness to act in a certain way, we can try to use behavior as a measurable phenomenon to emotion. Indeed, it is possible that, because of the lack of formal theories that describe a non-observable subjective emotion process ( [34] ) or intuitive parameters ( [72] ), many experiments ( [37] , [45] , [43] ) 'identify' emotion through observable resulting behavior.
We suspect that one of most discussed questions in AI is: Do emotion processes need to be related to an embodied 'entity'? In [17] philosophical view and [20] , [21] , [22] neuroscience background, body is essential for emotion process. But for [66] it is exactly the opposite when this question involves a computational apparatus. In between, [51] believes that an "emotion systems involved in feedback control of situated agents may serve to provide the grounding for embodied agents in the body/environment coupling".
Closely related to computational problems, we can identify other questions. [50] affirms that many of these problems, not solved yet, are related to a wrong way agents are programmed, a predefined algorithm instead of allowing agent to developed parts of its architectures during environment interactions.
Related to system architecture, some questions are: what kind of data structure and computational mechanisms should be used to both capture and represent the complexity of emotion processes? what emotion architectures models are better suited for agents performance comparison? [53] affirm that it is fundamental to overcome the challenges of identifying methods of encoding information that are suitable to produce incremental growth process. Thinking about obtain incontestable results we can ask what kind of experimental test allows to better explore emotion-based models. Particularly, we feel as if something is missing regarding computational tools to represent emotion phenomena and while we do not see new perspectives we must work hard to emotion abstraction to the extent that not to miss important brain structure interactions and not to be too complex that be prejudicial to computational representation.
As previously said, this section shows a non-exhausted list of problems (for more questions see, for example, [15] ). And answering that is still a very difficult task, since it requires concepts that are not yet generally understood and theories that are not yet accepted or established ( [15] , [67] ). Notable complexity of a system pro-ject that could answers cross-disciplinary questions, including necessary parameters to control so many factors implies that no such comprehensive project has been developed yet.
We truly believe that many of these questions are probably made at the beginning of research projects but, curiously, they have not been on discussion focus of publications in AI and Alife area.
Third mentioned problem seems to be the 'least difficult to solve': lack of comparisons between projects. Interaction among experiments could be useful to compare and discuss different architectures and, eventually, benefit projects course and generate more expressive results in shorter time. A systematic analysis of projects results is necessary to make research in artificial emotion better founded ( [15] ). Comparisons between emotional and non-emotional agent architecture within same experiment may also be a powerful way to validate conclusions.
Final Comments
Even if currently available knowledge about emotion has allowed that AI and Alife researchers propose models of emotion-based systems, an essential question to be answered is related to which extent supposed structural complexity involved in emotion phenomena can be abstracted and modeled. Indeed, the lack of appropriate frameworks for common reflection and of standards for a sound validation practice ( [1] ) are bottlenecks that need to be transposed.
As neuroscience findings increase, they might be more and more useful in the construction of emotion-based autonomous agent systems. Computational projects with particular focus will be able to extend their scope to include connected sub-systems. On the other hand, continuity of emotion-based computational experiments can be a way to have clues about unknown mind functions, a test-bed for theories of biological emotion ( [4] ).
The extent to which researches in AI and Alife will improve our understanding of mind phenomena and allow us to develop new robust and trustworthy artifacts will depend on the extent we will be able to answer remain open questions. Some hard questions require a broad and deep multidisciplinary background or such a research group that include, for example, psychologists, ethologists, neuroscientists, computer scientists, software engineers and philosophers. Even though it do not guarantee that it is possible to have a single model that responds the majority of questions. Attempts to answer these questions can also serve to show other limits emotion-based research might face, helping surpassing them.
Commonly made salutary critics and comparisons between projects can be a beneficial counterpart to experiments progress and development.
Positively, overcome this challenges can be an important step to field progress goes beyond engineering applications and towards a more scientific discipline ( [1] ).
